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Summary: It has been recently proposed that the Grid infrastructure be based on cloud computing. However,
there was a lack of generic provisioning tools for huge collaborations that could adequately integrate and
automate deployment tasks for the large scale Grid and local experimental systems in the WLCG environments.
This poster argues for integrating the concept of a localized LHC Computing Grid in a testing and deployment
framework. This approach is allowing the instant construction of both world-wide and localized Grid sites in a
scenario based on OpenStack cloud computing and various platforms including physical machines. Further, it
enables a new paradigm applicable also to general experiments in physics and computer science.

Design and architecture
Design and architecture

Background and motivation
Background and motivation
Fundamental problems – You really make all?
Difficulty of deployments in real Grid systems
Various Grid services in HEP
Different skills among physicist, IT and sys admin
Geographically very far

Vagrant compatible CLI
More than 50 different Grid
systems are defined

Supported utilities

Old and new technologies - How to merge?
The gLite, and too many new components in HEP
Cloud computing and system managements [1], [2], [3], [4]
OpenStack, KVM, Vagrant, Puppet, Chef, Cfengine,
gLite-Yaim and of course even Bash script...

Puppet, CFEngine and Bash
A unified Cloud-Grid definition
The loosely coupled deployment
model of gaining the portability

Replicate entire WLCG system? - Not nuts!
Without having hardware dependency and stress
Portability is the key concept

Scenarios
Scenarios
An up-to-date WLCG site

Deployments
Deployments

A laboratory without WLCG

1 CE, 1 SE with WLCG env

4 CE, 4 SE without WLCG

Without a computer-aided tool,
hard to build this system already

Synchronizing WLCG sites

A traditional site model

Developers without WLCG
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Conclusion
Conclusion
The prototype software shows that the way through gaining the portability is very effective approach.
Some scenarios and their deployment tests result in the relevant performance.
Without experience, the workable Grid systems are easily reconstructed on every platform.
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